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¿Hablas español? - Homelike Now Offers Furnished 
Apartments in Spanish Language 
 

● Homelike has launched its Spanish website   
● The potential clientele is expanded by 570 million native speakers worldwide 
● The first Spanish-speaking customer has already moved into her apartment in Zurich 
● CEO Dustin Figge: 

“As Europe's leading platform for business apartments, we focus on the needs of our 
Spanish-speaking customers and create the trust that our German and 
English-speaking users already place in us.” 
 

 
 
Homelike has launched its Spanish website 
 
Cologne, July 19, 2018 - Homelike, the online platform for furnished business apartments for 30 
nights or more, is making its offer available to Spanish-speaking users. While customers were 
previously limited to using the English or German site, the entire website has been available in 
Spanish since July 10, 2018. The online marketplace is thus expanding its potential group of 
customers by 570 million native speakers worldwide.   
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The first Spanish customer request was made the following day. The customer, who will move 
to Zurich for business purposes for just over a month, has expressed a positive opinion of the 
booking experience. On request, she told Homelike that she appreciated the clear and 
easy-to-use website and the Spanish language support. The launch came at just the right time 
for her, as she moved into the apartment just five days after the booking. This shows that 
Homelike is the ideal platform for booking furnished apartments as easily as hotel rooms, 
especially at short notice.  
 
"We respond specifically to the needs of our customers" 
 
For Dustin Figge, co-founder and CEO of Homelike, the launch of the Spanish website was only a 
matter of time:   
 

“We have noticed that there is an enormous demand from Spanish-speaking countries. 
The launch of the Spanish website was therefore only the logical consequence. As 
Europe's leading platform for business apartments, this launch is a direct response to 
the needs of our Spanish-speaking customers and creates the trust that our German and 
English-speaking users already place in us.“ 

 
In addition to the launch of the Spanish website, Homelike now also offers Spanish-speaking 
customer support when booking furnished apartments. According to Figge, the company's next 
step will be the further internationalisation and expansion of its supply into other European 
countries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Company: Homelike 
 
Homelike (www.thehomelike.com) is an online booking platform which offers furnished 
business apartments from a rental period of one month with a focus on the business travel and 
B2B sector. The company was founded by Dustin Figge and Christoph Kasper in Cologne in 
early 2015. Homelike's portfolio currently consists of more than 40,000 furnished apartments 
and serviced apartments in over 100 cities in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and the United 
Kingdom and is continuously being expanded. The entire booking process takes place online, 
from the virtual tour to the digital signature of the rental agreement. Homelike brings the real 
estate and business travel industries together on one market-leading portal. 
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Press contact 
Ina Möllers 
Public Relations 
Tel.: +49 221 2928 7668 
ina.moellers@thehomelike.com 
www.thehomelike.com 
 
Address 
Homelike Internet GmbH 
Hansaring 97 
50670 Köln, Germany 
Facebook · Xing · LinkedIn · Twitter 
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